
Dar Hal, 	 4/10/96 

Thanks for your 4/6 w. enclosures, of which I've read the Stewart article 

and the Garrison story. I'll read the rest when I rest. 

I've almost caught up on two weeks of mail and orders. The mail filled a box 

that bad hdiiy 100 file folders. We had to drive the orders to the post office thid 

morning, those I'dpackaged, and hope to complete tem tomorrow. 

And thanks to that remarkably generous and helpful man Bill Bills, I can. He 

had a friend reprint copies of "hitowash for me and they will make me some 0 iii NOs. 

Of which I'm about sold out. ,He kept me from running out of the WW is.As hope 

he soon will with the 0 in NOs.I've one or two only left. 

I do not know what pictures you can use but he had a Sine collection of 

stills, too. The set he gave me 1  gnm to Mood so the students can use them now. 

I'm sure he'll let you use any you can and can possibly lend you a set so you can see. 

I do n.)t recall what 1 wrote about the shots but am inclined to believe that 

-{hero was one as I suggested in WW at about 2189. I hove no doub* that silencers 

were used bemy knowledge of them is slight only. I think it is possible that the f(arst 

was with a silencer. WC have no way of 'mowing. 

I do not know how it happened but the printout of the ms."of ease Open of 

which he aunt you a copy is not complete. Two of Dave Wrone's former students, both now 

professors of sociology have the full 61Sintout. "hich is less than 1  wrote. I have a 

xerox I'm not up to copying now. It is almsot SOO pages. 

T've almost finished the stinking book by the subject—matter ignoramuses the 

La 'ontaines. They refer to their guru named as I recall Bill Adams. What kind of 

nut is he if you know? 

I do not recall that either of the gills daughters referred to a silencer 

being used. One was only 10. But I'm inclined to believe that the serious shooting, 

not what was intended to point to LHO, was with silencers so the source(s) could not 

be pinpointed. 

When you get what Bill O'Neil told yuu on paper I'll be interested in that. I 

do not believe Oswald  had any real right—wing contacts in NO or elsewhere. His beliefs 

were more Trotskyite than liberal. That stuff from *Sister's mistress was what she 

made up in her fight with his family over his records from what Garrison told me. She 

would not talk to him. 

Nouman's is not a god book and it does not connect Oswald wit: the CIS. 

Please excuse the rush. Thanks and best, 
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